Outcomes Advisory Committee

Meeting Notes May 8th, 2008

Present: Lisa Franklin, Jane Maringer, Randy Brown, Carlton Oler, Erin Crook, Vic Krimsley, Dave Ellis.

1). Update on Outcomes, new form, examples, deadlines: Randy informed the group about the recent Accreditation SLO update that he submitted. He shared the submission and informed the group that while the College did pretty well on having written Outcomes, it is near zero in reporting results and making modifications based on these results. Randy informed those present that a form was developed for folks to submit their results in October. Vic discussed the importance of submitting outcomes data and how the October 10th submission date was established. Randy also noted that he is going to be visited and assisting as many departments and individual faculty as he can. He informed the group that he will be happy to assist anyone both now and into the Fall.

2). Guidelines documents (working session) The working session resulted in several important changes to the document (see attached). Randy noted that the final version will be ready for sharing at the June meeting. Erin suggested that the document be presented at the summer Faculty Senate meeting. Vic agreed to work with Randy regarding moving this document through the system.

3). Newsletter: Randy suggested that he might want to develop an outcomes newsletter to share with the College progress on SLOs. Lisa suggested that the newsletter be provided in hard copy as well as electronic copy. Others suggested that the newsletter sounded like a good idea. Erin suggested that there might be an Outcomes box in the upcoming Faculty Senate newsletter.

4). Next meeting: The next meeting is scheduled for May 8th from 2-3 in the LI100.